
Dissertation abstratCamille RisiThe stable isotopi omposition of water (H16
2 O, HDO, H18

2 O, H17
2 O) is a promisingtraer of the present day water yle and past limates. While the isotopi ompositionreorded in polar ie ore have long been used to reonstrut past temperatures, however,what ontrols the isotopi omposition of the tropial preipitation is more omplex.The goal of this thesis is thus to better understand the proesses that a�et the isotopiomposition of tropial preipitation and atmospheri water, more partiularly in thetropis. Sine most of the tropial preipitation arises from atmospheri onvetion,and most isotopi arhives are on land, we fous more partiularly on the impat ofonvetive and land surfae proesses. In turn, what an be learned about onvetionand land surfae proesses using isotopi measurements ? Can they help onstrain theirrepresentation in models ? At the inter-annual to limate hange sale, what informationabout the tropial limate variability is reorded in isotopi signals observed in arhives ?First, we investigate the in�uene of onvetion on water stable isotopes. We useboth (1) numerial modeling, with a hierarhy of models (single olumn model, two-dimensional model of squall lines, general irulation model) and (2) data analysis, usingisotopi data from rain olleted in the Sahel during the Afrian Monsoon Multidisi-plinary Analysis ampaign, at the event and intra-event sales. These studies highlightthe strong impat of onvetion on the preipitation omposition, and stress the impor-tane of rain evaporation and onvetive or meso-sale subsidene in ontrolling the rainisotopi omposition. Convetion also plays an important role on isotopi pro�les in theupper troposphere-lower stratosphere.Seond, we study what information about limati variability is reorded by waterstable isotopes in preipitation. We analyze simulations of present day and past limateswith LMDZ, and evaluate to what extent isotopi arhives of tropial preipitation anbe used to reonstitute past preipitation hanges. We also explore the added value of anew but promising isotopi traer : H17

2 O.Third, we analyse the in�uene of land surfae proesses on the isotopi ompositionof preipitation and land surfae waters, using simulations with the land surfae modelORCHIDEE in whih we also introdued the isotopes. The isotopi omposition of thedi�erent water pools of the land-atmosphere system may inform about the partitionningof preipitation into runo�, drainage, transpiration and bare soil evaporation.
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